Results and analyses of ccputer simulations of the beam-beam interaction in the "Tevatron" pp collider are presented. Long-time simulations of this nonlinear two-dimensional (2-D) interaction are undertaken in a search for beam blow-up due to "Arnold Diffusion". No large blow-up is seen in simulation of 20 minutes Tevatron time (60 million turns). In separate investigations it is found that the non-linear interaction can enhance diffusion from external sources, if a low order non-linear resonance be within the "tune spread". A nodel to describe this enhancement is presented.
Introduction
In the Fermilab Tevatron I project, bunches of protons and antiprotons (p's and p's) will collide in the 1000 GeV superconducting ring. As these bunches cross each other, particle motions will be perturbed by the non-linear "beam-beam" force from the opposite colliding bunch.
These pp collisions are different from those observed in earlier machines (e e , pp) and may have different limiting intensities. It has been suggested, for instance, that the "2-D" nature of pp collisions may cause beam loss due to "Arnold Diffusion". Also the beam-beam limits in e+e and pp collisions are not fully understood and cannot be simply extrapolated to a pp collider. To Fx(x,y) = fi2+2
where Av is the "linear tune shift", (3 the C-S parameter, and this function corresponds to a round gaussian "strong" beam with rms radius a. This beam-beam force is a "zero-length", "weak-strong" interaction.
For the one-dimensional (1-D) cases with external "noise" this force is truncated by setting y = 0.
In these simulations only the fractional part of the tunes is significant; the integer part is set = 0. Table I ). Statistical analysis of our calculation procedures indicates an expected error in this increase of t 0.1% suggesting that these small changes may be significant. where nT is the number of turns and D0 is a diffusion constant.
our numerical simulations show that this increase can be substantially modified by the beam-beam force.
The increase remains linear to a first approximation and we rewrite (3) as 
(3)
Our model for diffusion enhancement is as follows5: X :
